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◦ White Marble
◦ Travertine
◦ Lime Stone
◦ Beige Marble
◦ Grey Marble
◦ Black Marble
◦ Paver & Natural Stone Tiles
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 Our principle is maximum customer pleasure and 
earing in provision, follow-up and controlling of customer 
requirement. We will always continue our investment to 
present the best service to our customers and we will reach 
our brand to highest level.



Gema Dolomite, selected as the
white dolomite widely used in
projects in Turkey in 2023, is set
to become the most talked-about
product worldwide due to its 
price and quality. As the owners 
of this marble quarry, we are 
pleased to offer it to you at a 
reasonable price and with 
exceptional quality.

WhiteGema 

BathroomOutdoor Kitchen Floor
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Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



BathroomOutdoor Kitchen Floor

VenatoRosso
It is white dolomite with red veins 
quarried in Turkey. The strong 
texture of Rosso Venato brings out 
modern and aesthetic ceriteria 
everywhere it is applied. Each 
piece is different from the next one; 
it cannot be repeated and always 
creates unique surfaces. It is rather 
good for both interior and exterior 
applies; flooring, wall cladding, 
countertop, mosaic, stairs and 
many other designs. It is a really 
popular interior design product.
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Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



SpiderDolomite
Not your averae white marble. 
Dolomide Spider is a unique stone 
due to its interesting coppery 
brown and grey veins. A marble 
that will definitely set trends, 
Dolomite Spider offers the highest 
quality alongside an appearance 
that suits a modern aesthetic 
reality. Dolomite Spider is used in 
indoor and outdoor flooring, wall 
coverings, stepsi countertops and 
decoration. With its interesting vein 
structure, this marble is alsa perfect
for book-matching. 
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Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



WaveDolomite
BathroomOutdoor Kitchen Floor
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Presenting an Infinite variety of 
patterns, Dolomite Wave is the modern 
minimalist's dream marble. Featuring a 
beautiful light grey background color 
that is accompanied by blotches of 
white, Dolomite Wave's changeable 
coloration is always subtle and elegant. 
Grey marbles have been trendsetters 
for hundreds of years. With the abllity 
to adapt to any setting, grey marbles 
including the Dolomite Wave stand the 
test of time. Their serene and smooth 
appearance, make them perfect for 
contemporary, cosmopolitan 
environments. An Ideal option for city 
dwellers, Dolomite Wave Is commonly 
uead In bathrooms, well claddings, 
counter tops, showars, and flooring.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



Travertine
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Light Travertine quarried in Turkey, is on 
of the most famous materials in the 
stone business worldwide. We can call 
it Denizil Travertine as well and on this 
page, you are presented with the 
vein-cut type of it. Light Travertine is a 
good choice for your interior and 
exterior living areas such as gardens, 
backyards, pool copings, and floorings 
and wall claddings, and home flooring.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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Limra Limestone collection Is one of the 
most popular white limestone products 
worldwide. They are especially 
preferred in commercial buildings, 
shopping malls, large hotels, 
compounds, and private villas. The 
brightness of them brings an elegant 
and fresh atmosphere to the places. 
Those areas that Unre Unestone usad 
look illuminate, large, and Juxurious.
Limra Limestone is a good choice for 
facade cladding by reflecting sunlight 
due to the light color of this material, 
helps your building to stay colder 
during the high temperature period.

StoneLime



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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Our product named Olea Belge is one 
of our most demanded products, with 
Its special vein structure that does not 
repeat itself, which can carry the 
originality given to it by nature to the 
area where it is appled, and with the 
price advantage it offers. Olea beige is 
a product that is difficult to scratch and 
abrade, thanks to its hardness value of 
approximately 4 Mohs. In this sense, it 
is preferred in places such as shopping 
malls, hotels and airports where human 
traffic is intense. It is suitable for use 
both indoors and outdoors, on the floor 
and walls. In addition, it has a unique 
atmosphere, different from other 
beiges, with its slightly gray color.

BeigeOlea



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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Thanks to its homogeneous structure, beige marble 
can work in harmony with other dark natural stones 
of the selection, which is in demand as a 
high-quality paving stone in luxury projects. Beige 
marble is used in interior flooring, wall cladding and 
column cladding areas in all buildings with large 
areas such as business centers, airports, hotels and 
fairgrounds. The surfaces into which light 
movements enter are separated and grouped in 
the factories. Since there are many vein structure 
appearances, it is necessary to determine the most 
sultable veined stone in project-based requests. 
Large projects use white and cream tones more 
frequently, as the appearance of dark tones in Light 
Emperador classic marble, large-ares flooring and 
covering areas make the environment muffled.
The selections used as Light Emperador classic 
marble, Indoor large-area flooring and coating 
give very efficient results in ensuring homogeneity 
and integrity throughout the application. Many 
types of epoxy mesh are applied to Increase 
durability. Belge marble Is rarely used in application 
arsas where a decorative appearance is desired, 
such as countertops and sinks.

EmperadorLight



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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With a belge base and golden brown 
streaks, it's hard not to love Pacific 
Crema's earthy hues. A safe and 
timeless choice that'll perfectly suit any 
type of home décor, Pacific Crema is 
recommended for a variety of indoor 
applications where subtle luxury Ii 
desired, including in the kitchen and 
bathroom as countertops and 
backsplashes.

CreamPacific



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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Patara
It has light brown toned white intermediate 
patterns. Fethlye Light Emperador marble is 
preferred in floor marble applications, entrance 
areas of shopping malls and office buildings. 
Fethiye Light Emperador marble; It is one of our 
light-toned emperador marbles. It is a stone that 
we use for flooring especially in official institutions 
and shopping mall entrance areas. It can be 
chosen by customers as it offers a holistic and 
homogeneous color appearance on large 
surfaces. Fethlye Light Emperador, also known as 
Fethlye light-toned marble, is the marble 
produced in Fethiye and is the most preferred in 
the market. It is used indoors and outdoors where 
you are a durable and natural stone. Fethlye 
light-toned marble usually has light brown-toned 
white intermediate patterns. It creates a naive 
image by having a light color and is preferred for 
elegance in decoration. The veins can be seen 
clearly, with a very thin lace like background, 
usually yellow. It is among the most frequently 
produced yellow marbles of our country, and it is 
frequently used for areas such as floor coverings, 
wall coverings and stairs, thanks to its durable 
structure indoors and outdoors, with an 
equivalent appearance of veins.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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BeigePacific
It is a uniform beige and cream color 
marble quarried in Turkey.
Pacific Beige is one of the most 
exclusive marbles of our collection. It 
is especially preferred both In 
commercial bulldings such as 
shopping malls, large hotels, hospitals 
and also In private works such as 
villas, compounds, famous brands' 
shops.
It is particularly good for both interior 
and exterior flooring applications, 
countertops, mosale, fountains. pool, 
wall cladding, and many other 
designs. It is one of the most popular 
marble in the projects worldwide.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting
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EquadorMarmara
A quintessentially Turkish marble, 
Marmare is the marble that comes 
to mind when thinking of ancient 
Turkish hammams. This polished, 
white marble features distinctive 
linear veins of grey set beautifully 
on a creamy white background. 
Marmers Is the perfect choice to 
create stunning countertops, floors, 
wall features, fireplaces, and even 
furniture.

www.pasifikmermer.com



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



OmogeneoMarmara
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We often encounter this marble type 
In luxurious decorations and venues. 
Other names of this marble type 
Include Marmare white, striped 
marble, Marmara Island marble, 
Turkish bath marble, Marmara panda, 
and Marmara Zebra. It Includes 
shades of white, gray, and silver within 
its structure. One of the most 
prominent features of this marble type 
is Its stripes. Thanks to their natural 
texture and amazing look, they have 
bean widely preferred by many 
nations since ancient times. Although 
there are different classifications 
about the types of these merbles, 
they are generally known as Marmara 
marbles.for book-matching. 



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



GreyPacific
BathroomOutdoor Kitchen Floor
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Timeless grey and thin white veins 
brought to you by Pecific Grey, A 
marble with low color variation, Pacific 
Grey Is ideal for those who don't like to 
go overboard with their Interiors. 
Providing you with timeless hues, Pacific 
Grey is certain to never go out of style. 
Quarried In Turkey, this stone features a 
spider web like vein structure that 
makes It hard to miss. This stone is 
especially good for exterior and Interior 
wall and floor applications, 
countertops, mosales, fountains, and 
other design projects.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



SilverEge
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Ege Silver marble its unique 
appearance comes from the intense 
colors and patterns it carries. There are 
large and small spots on the gray 
background. It has a mottled structure 
rather than a veined structure. It is one 
of the most preferred products by 
those looking for homogeneity and 
uniqueness. No two layers are exactly 
alike. This makes it one of the favorite 
building materials.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



GreyTundra
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Tundra Grey Marble is good for both 
interior and exterior; flooring applies, 
countertops, mosaic, wall cladding, and 
many other designs. It is one of the 
most required marble worldwide, 
especially after grey color marbles 
become populer. It can be preferred as 
a decorative stone or main. product In 
the projects due to It is & very 
homogeneous and soft grey marble.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



GreyNoble
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A new gray has been added to the 
gray marble universe. Its name is noble 
gray. With its polished, honed and 
acidic surface, it offers you the 
opportunity to achleve a wonderful 
appearance in your living room, 
kitchen, bathroom, stairs and open 
spaces. When treated with acid, it 
creates a smooth and non-slip surface 
and offers you harmonious colors. You 
should definitely try this product that 
excites all architects.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



DiamondBlack
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Black Marble comes from Central 
Turkey. Our black marble has a solid 
background with or without white veins.
Depending on the selection it can go 
from solid neutral marble to classic 
beauty. Please enjoy.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



AmberMidnight
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Midnight Amber marble gives your 
spaces a more luxurious appearance 
with its yellow tone reflections on a 
black background. This marble, which 
brings a new perspective and a new 
excitement to the bläck tones, the 
feshion of recent times, is being 
prepared to take part in your projects. 
It provides a perfect appearance in all 
Interior furnishing and coatings.



Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



WhiteIce
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We can supply our tile portfolio as honed, sandblasted, acidified 
surfaces with 3 x 40,6 x 61 cm and 1,2 x 40,6 x 61 cm sizes.

Available Sizes

2x30x60  1x15.2x30.5 cm
2x60x60  1x30.5x61 cm
2x60x90  1x30.5x91.4 cm
2x60x120  1x20.3x20.3 cm
2x80x80  1x20.3x40.6 cm
2x90x90  1x40.6x40.6 cm
2x100x100  1x40.6x61 cm

3x Special Sizes 1x45.7x45,7 cm
  1x61x61 cm
  1x30.5x30.5

Avalible Finishes

Polished
Tumbled
Brushed
Sandblasting



SilverAegean

PacificBlack
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www.pasifikmermer.com

+90 530 159 29 00
F.S.M No:150 Selin Sit.

B Blok D.:4 Nilüfer-Bursa

Let’s determine the trends of the new year
together. Pacific Marble is always with you 

with all its power.
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